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SUMMARY This paper addresses a classic question about
whether transmit power control (TPC) can increase the spectrum
efficiency of a TDMA system and an FDMA cellular system as
in the case of a DS-CDMA cellular system. Two types of TPC
schemes are considered; one is slow TPC that regulates the dis-
tance dependent path loss and shadowing loss, while the other is
fast TPC that regulates multipath fading as well as path loss and
shadowing loss. In addition to TPC, antenna diversity reception
is considered. The allowable interference rise factor χ, which is
defined as the interference plus background noise-to-background
noise power ratio, is introduced. The simple expressions for the
signal-to-interference plus background noise power ratio (SINR)
at the diversity combiner output using maximal-ratio combin-
ing (MRC) are derived to obtain the reuse distance by computer
simulations. The impact of joint use of TPC and antenna diver-
sity reception on the spectrum efficiency is discussed. It is found
that the joint use of fast TPC and antenna diversity is advanta-
geous and larger spectrum efficiency can be achieved than with
no TPC. On the other hand, the use of slow TPC is found advan-
tageous only for small values of standard deviation of shadowing
loss; however, the improvement in the spectrum efficiency is quite
small.
key words: transmit power control, antenna diversity reception,

cellular system, spectrum eÆciency

1. Introduction

Transmit power control (TPC) is indispensable in a
direct sequence code division multiple access (DS-
CDMA) cellular system to avoid the well-known near-
far problem and to reduce the adverse effect of multi-
path fading [1], [2]. However, whether the use of TPC
can improve the spectrum efficiency of other frequency-
reusing cellular systems, e.g., TDMA and FDMA cel-
lular systems, or not, is still left as an interesting ques-
tion to be answered. In the TDMA and FDMA sys-
tems, the available radio channels are grouped into F
groups, each group being assigned to a different cell.
F is called the cluster size (in the DS-CDMA cellular
system, F = 1 always) and is determined so that the
probability of outage (the received signal quality falling
below a prescribed threshold value) is kept at a design
value [3]. The spectrum efficiency is inversely propor-
tional to the cluster size F .

The interference from other co-channel cells and
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the background noise produces outage. When the re-
ceived desired signal power fades due to multipath fad-
ing, outage due to the background noise occurs. How-
ever, outage due to interference occurs when the re-
ceived interference power rises and/or the received de-
sired signal power fades. This means that both outages
should be treated together. In the practical system
design, the allowable outage probability is split into
two parts; one is due to co-channel interference and the
other due to the background noise [4]. The allowable
outage probability due to interference determines the
reuse distance and the other due to the background
noise determines the maximum transmit power (or the
maximum cell size for the given transmit power). The
use of TPC can regulate the variations in the received
signal power both due to shadowing loss and multipath
fading, resulting in reductions in the outage probabil-
ity. However, since the use of TPC may increase the
transmit power, it may not necessarily lead to increas-
ing the spectrum efficiency. This is the motivation of
this paper.

In this paper, both slow and fast TPC are con-
sidered. The slow TPC regulates the received signal
power variations due to shadowing loss while the fast
TPC regulates the received signal power variations due
to both shadowing loss and multipath fading. In addi-
tion to TPC, antenna diversity reception is considered.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, the frequency reuse concept of a cellular sys-
tem is overviewed and a propagation model considered
in this paper is presented. Section 3 derives the sim-
ple expressions for the signal-to-interference plus back-
ground noise power ratio (SINR) at the diversity com-
biner output to obtain the reuse distance by computer
simulations. In this paper, we assume quadrature phase
shift keying (QPSK) data modulation with ideal coher-
ent demodulation to find the required SINR necessary
for achieving the required BER. The computer simu-
lation results are presented in Sect. 4. The impact of
joint use of TPC and antenna diversity reception on
the spectrum efficiency is discussed. Also discussed is
the impact of shadowing loss correlation between the
desired signal and co-channel interference. Section 5
draws some conclusions.
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Table 1 Allowable maximum reuse distance D/R to achieve
the cluster size F .

2. Preliminaries

2.1 Frequency Reuse

If the total number of available channels is G and the
cluster size is F , the number C of channels per cell is
given by C = G/F . The spectrum efficiency is then,
defined as µ = C/G = 1/F . Assuming the hexagonal
cell layout, F is related to the cell radius R and distance
D between the nearest co-channel cells by [3]

F =
1
3

(D/R)2. (1)

F can take only limited integer numbers and F =
i2 + j2 + ij, where i and j are positive integers. The
allowable maximum reuse distance D/R is shown in
Table 1. The value of D/R depends on the required
transmission quality (often given as the bit error rate
(BER)) and the propagation channel parameters (path
loss exponent, shadowing loss standard deviation, mul-
tipath fading type, and diversity combining method)
for the given modulation/demodulation scheme.

2.2 Propagation Channel Model

The mobile radio propagation channel can be modeled
by the distance dependent path loss, log-normally dis-
tributed shadowing loss, and multipath fading [3]. As-
suming frequency non-selective multipath Rayleigh fad-
ing, the received signal power PR on a receive antenna
at a distance d from a transmitting antenna can be rep-
resented as

PR = PTd
−β10−ξ/10|g|2, (2)

where PT is the transmitting power, β is the path loss
exponent, ξ is the shadowing loss, and g is the complex-
valued path gain of multipath fading channel. ξ is a
zero-mean Gaussian variable with standard deviation
σ and g is a zero-mean complex Gaussian variable with
unity variance. Then, the value of |g| follows a Rayleigh
distribution and that of |g|2 is exponentially distributed
[5]. The value of β ranges from 3 to 4 and that of
σ ranges from 5 to 7 in a typical urban propagation
environment [6].

3. Analysis

The reverse link is considered. To compute the interfer-
ence power, only the six nearest co-channel cells that
give predominant interference to the desired cell are

Fig. 1 Geographical relationship among 0th cell, interfering
co-channel cells, and their communicating mobile stations.

considered; i = 0th cell is the cell of interest and i = 1st
to 6th cells are the nearest co-channel cells surrounding
the 0th cell. The worst case is that each mobile station
communicating with its corresponding base station is
located at the cell edge. This situation is illustrated in
Fig. 1 and is assumed throughout this paper. Two types
of TPC schemes are considered; one is slow TPC that
regulates the distance dependent path loss and shad-
owing loss and the other is fast TPC that regulates
multipath fading as well as path loss and shadowing
loss. Antenna diversity assumes M -antenna maximal-
ratio combining (MRC) [3] with independent Rayleigh
fading experienced on each antenna.

3.1 No TPC

Letting PT be the mobile transmit power which is the
same for all mobile stations, the instantaneous desired
signal power S(m) and the instantaneous interference
power I(m) received on the mth antenna of the 0th cell
base station are respectively given by


S(m) = PTR

−β |g00(m)|210−ξ00/10

I(m) = PT (D −R)−β

6∑
i=1

|gi0(m)|210−ξi0/10

(3)

for m = 0 ∼ (M − 1), where gij(m) is the complex-
valued path gain between the ith cell mobile station
and the mth antenna of the jth cell base station and
{gij(m)} are statistically independent. ξi0, i = 0 ∼ 6,
represents the shadowing loss from an ith cell mobile
station to the 0th cell base station of interest, where
{ξi0} are statistically independent.

The local average interference plus background
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noise power Ī (average is taken over a time interval dur-
ing which the power variations due to multipath fading
can be completely smoothed out but the shadowing loss
remains constant) is given by

Ī = Ī(m) + N

= PT (D −R)−β
6∑

i=1

10−ξi0/10 + N,

for all m, (4)

where N is the background noise power. Assuming
ideal MRC antenna diversity reception, the received sig-
nal on the mth antenna is multiplied by the complex
conjugate of the path gain g00(m) of the desired signal
and is combined with those of other antennas [3]. As-
suming independent fading on different antennas, the
instantaneous SINR at the MRC combiner output is
given by

λ =

M−1∑
m=0

S(m)

Ī
. (5)

Taking the average of Eq. (5) with respect to g00(m)’s,
the local average SINR, Λ, is obtained. Since
E[|g00(m)|2] = 1 by definition, where E[.] denotes en-
semble average, we obtain

Λ =
M(S̃/N)10−ξ00/10

(Ī/N)

=
M(S̃/N)10−ξ00/10

1 + (S̃/N)(D/R− 1)−β

6∑
i=1

10−ξi0/10

, (6)

where

S̃/N = (PT /N)R−β (7)

is the median value of the local average received signal-
to-background noise power ratio (SNR) per antenna at
the cell edge.

Due to shadowing, the local average SINR Λ varies
slowly. Outage occurs when the value of Λ falls below
the required average SINR necessary to achieve the re-
quired BER. Since antenna diversity reception alters
the fading statistics appearing at the MRC combiner
output, the required average SINR at the MRC com-
biner output becomes a function of the diversity order
M and it is denoted as Λ0(M) here. Introducing the al-
lowable interference rise factor (defined as the interfer-
ence plus background noise-to-background noise power
ratio) χ (> 1), the total of median local average SNRs
received on M antennas is MS̃/N and is expressed as

MS̃/N = χno TPCΛ0(M). (8)

It can be shown from Eqs. (6) and (7), that the

outage occurs if

χno TPC10−ξ00/10 − 1

< χno TPC

[
Λ0(M)
M

]
(D/R−1)−β

6∑
i=1

10−ξi0/10.

Note that if χno TPC10−ξ00/10 − 1 < 0, the outage al-
ways occurs. Letting the outage probability be Q, we
obtain

Prob
[

M

Λ0(M)
(D/R− 1)β < Hno TPC

]
+ Prob[Hno TPC < 0] = Q, (9)

where

Hno TPC =

6∑
i=1

10−ξi0/10

10−ξ00/10 − 1/χno TPC
. (10)

If the threshold value ηno TPC is chosen so that
Prob[ηno TPC < Hno TPC ] + Prob[Hno TPC < 0] = Q,
we obtain

D

R
= 1 +

[
Λ0(M)
M

ηno TPC

]1/β

, (11)

from which we can compute the cluster size Fno TPC

using Eq. (1). For the special case of no shadowing (or
the shadowing standard deviation σ = 0), i.e., ξi0 = 0
for all i, Eq. (11) reduces to

D

R
= 1 +

[
Λ0(M)
M

6
1 − 1/χno TPC

]1/β

. (12)

It should be noted that the value of Λ0(M)/M is the
required average SINR per antenna.

3.2 Slow TPC

Slow TPC regulates the power variations due to dis-
tance dependent path loss and shadowing; however,
it cannot regulate those due to Rayleigh fading. The
transmitted signal from the ith cell mobile station is
received at M antennas of the i = 0th cell base sta-
tion. Ideal SNR measurement is assumed. The mobile
station transmit power to a base station at a distance
of d is controlled in such a way that the local aver-
age received SNR at the MRC combiner output always
becomes the target value (S̄/N)t, i.e.,

M(PT /N)d−β10−ξii/10 = (S̄/N)t. (13)

Substituting Eq. (13) with d = R into Eq. (6), the local
average SINR at the MRC combiner output becomes

Λ =
(S̄/N)t

Ī/N
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=
(S̄/N)t

1 +
(S̄/N)t

M
(D/R− 1)−β

6∑
i=1

10−(ξi0−ξii)/10

.

(14)

The SINR at the MRC combiner output is the sum of
the received SINR on each antenna. With slow TPC,
the average SINR received on each antenna becomes
one Mth of the target value. This leads to the reduction
of the transmit power, thereby reducing the interference
power received from a co-channel mobile station. This
is clearly seen in Eq. (14). Since the slow TPC does not
alter the fading statistics at the MRC combiner output
from the case of no TPC, the required average SINR is
the same as for the case of no TPC. Then, we express
the TPC target value as

(S̄/N)t = χTPCΛ0(M), (15)

where χTPC is the allowable interference rise factor
with TPC.

Outage occurs if Λ < Λ0(M). Since χTPC > 1, we
obtain

Prob
[

M

Λ0(M)
(D/R− 1)β < HTPC

]
= Q, (16)

where

HTPC =

6∑
i=1

10−ξ′
i0/10

1 − 1/χTPC
(17)

with ξ′i0 = ξi0 − ξii. If the threshold ηTPC is chosen
such that Prob[ηTPC < HTPC ] = Q, we have

D

R
= 1 +

[
Λ0(M)
M

ηTPC

]1/β

. (18)

It should be noted again that the value of Λ0(M)/M is
the required average SINR per antenna. When shad-
owing does not exist, i.e., ξ′i0 = 0 or σ = 0, Eq. (18)
reduces to

D

R
= 1 +

[
Λ0(M)
M

6
1 − 1/χTPC

]1/β

. (19)

Comparison of Eq. (19) and Eq. (12) implies that the
use of slow TPC is advantageous only for small values
of σ.

3.3 Fast TPC

Ideal fast TPC is assumed that can completely remove
received signal power variations due to multipath fad-
ing as well as shadowing. The instantaneous transmit
power of a mobile station is controlled by its commu-
nicating base station in such a way that the received
SNR at the MRC combiner output is always kept at
the target value (S/N)t, i.e.,

(PT,i/N)α2
iid

−β10−ξii/10 = (S/N)t, (20)

where

αii =

√√√√ M∑
m=1

|gii(m)|2 (21)

is the equivalent path gain seen at the MRC combiner
output and gii(m) is the complex-valued path gain as-
sociated with the m-th antenna. {gii(m)} are statis-
tically independent complex Gaussian variables with
unity variance.

The interference power from the i-th cell mobile
station, which is received at m-th antenna of the 0th
cell base station, is given by

Ii(m) = S(D/R− 1)−β |gi0(m)|2α−2
ii 10−ξ′

i0/10,(22)

where ξ′i0 = ξi0 − ξii as introduced in Eq. (17). The
local average interference power is given by

Ī(m) =
6∑

i=1

E[Ii(m)]

=
S

M − 1
(D/R− 1)−β

6∑
i=1

10−ξ′
i0/10, (23)

where we have used the following relationships [7]{
E[|gi0(m)|2] = 1

E[α−2
ii ] = 1/(M − 1)

. (24)

The interference plus background noise power Ī is given
by

Ī = Ī(m) + N

=
S

M − 1
(D/R− 1)−β

6∑
i=1

10−ξ′
i0/10 + N,

for all m. (25)

Hence, with fast TPC, the SINR at the MRC combiner
output is given by

λ =
(S/N)t

Ī/N

=
(S/N)t

1 +
(S/N)t

M − 1
(D/R− 1)−β

6∑
i=1

10−ξ′
i0/10

. (26)

When M > 1, the equivalent path gain, defined by
Eq. (21), seen at the MRC combiner output does not
become zero. From Eq. (24), the average SINR received
on each antenna can be reduced by a factor of M − 1.
Therefore, the interference received from a mobile of a
co-channel cell can be reduced when M > 2. Without
diversity (M = 1), but with fast TPC, the transmit
power must be increased significantly when the path
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gain approaches zero; thus, theoretically, the average
transmit power becomes infinite. In order to avoid this
situation, fast TPC must be jointly used with antenna
diversity reception as in the case of a DS-CDMA cellu-
lar system [7].

Since fast fading can be completely removed by
fast TPC, the required SINR at MRC combiner output
is not anymore a function of the diversity order M and
thus, denoted as λ0. The outage occurs if λ < λ0. We
obtain

Prob
[
M − 1
λ0

(D/R− 1)β < HTPC

]
= Q, (27)

where HTPC is given by Eq. (17) and

(S/N)t = χTPCλ0. (28)

Since the threshold ηTPC that satisfies Prob[ηTPC <
HTPC ] = Q is the same for slow and fast TPC cases,
we have

D

R
= 1 +

[
λ0

M − 1
ηTPC

]1/β

. (29)

When shadowing does not exist, i.e., ξ′i0 = 0 or σ = 0,
Eq. (29) reduces to

D

R
= 1 +

[
λ0

(M − 1)
6

(1 − 1/χTPC)

]1/β

. (30)

Comparison of Eq. (30) and Eq. (19) is interesting.
When antenna diversity is used (M > 1), the condi-
tion

M

M − 1
<

Λ0(M)
λ0

(31)

holds since Λ0(M) � λ0. This suggests that the joint
use of fast TPC and antenna diversity (i.e., M > 1) is
always advantageous for small values of σ.

3.4 Impact of Shadowing Correlation

Same obstacles near-by a mobile station affect shadow-
ing loss experienced at a communicating base station
and that experienced at other co-channel base stations.
This causes ξi0 and ξii to be correlated. When the cor-
relation between ξi0 and ξii is ρ, the standard deviation
of ξ′i0 = ξi0 − ξii reduces to σ′ =

√
2(1 − ρ)σ, i.e., the

correlated shadowing is equivalent to the uncorrelated
shadowing but with a standard deviation reduced by
a factor of

√
2(1 − ρ). The shadowing correlation was

considered for capacity estimation of a power controlled
DS-CDMA cellular system [8] as well as for a FDMA
(TDMA) cellular system with no TPC [4]. In general,
as the value of ρ increases, the random path losses to
the communicating base station and co-channel base
stations tend to vary in a similar manner. With TPC,
this helps to reduce the interference power received at

the base station of interest. An extreme case is that
ρ = 1 and is equivalent to the no shadowing case.

In this paper, the reverse link is considered. The
analytical treatment presented in this paper can be ap-
plied to the forward link case. However, the following
should be remembered. The value of shadowing corre-
lation on the forward link may be different from that
on the reverse link. For example, let us consider the no
TPC case. The outage probability on the forward link
is impacted by the shadowing correlation between the
desired signal and co-channel interference, observed at
a mobile station. Hence, obstacles nearby a mobile sta-
tion contribute to shadowing correlation. On the other
hand, what affects the outage probability on the re-
verse link is the shadowing correlation between the de-
sired signal and co-channel interference, observed at the
base station. Hence, what contribute to this shadowing
correlation are obstacles nearby the base station. Since
the base station antenna is, in general, high enough, the
shadowing correlation on the reverse link is lower com-
pared to that on the forward link. Therefore, with no
TPC, the above-discussed benefit from shadowing cor-
relation cannot be expected on the reverse links. How-
ever, when TPC is used, shadowing correlation both
observed at a mobile and a base station contribute to
the outage probability. This is an interesting problem
for further study.

4. Numerical Computation

We assume the path loss exponent of β = 3.5, and the
outage probability of 0.1. If handoff between two base
stations is taken into account, the outage probability
corresponding to the single cell case is Q =

√
0.1 =

0.32. The cluster size is calculated for the various values
of σ, χ, and M . The required BER is set at Pb = 0.001
and 0.01. Since, in this paper, we are interested in the
joint use of TPC and antenna diversity, channel coding
is not considered.

With no TPC and slow TPC, the Rayleigh-faded
interference is characterized by a complex Gaussian
process when observed over a time interval, during
which the shadowing is considered constant. There-
fore, the sum of six Rayleigh faded interference wave-
forms can be combined with the background noise and
the combined process becomes a new complex Gaus-
sian process. This means that the theoretical BER ex-
pressions in Ref. [5] can be applied to our case. Equa-
tion (7A.20) of Ref. [5, Appendix 7A] is represented us-
ing the average SNR on each antenna. By replacing the
average SNR in Eq. (7A.20) of [5, Appendix 7A] with
the average SINR, Λ, at the MRC combiner output and
remembering that the average SINR at the MRC com-
biner output is M times that on each antenna, Pb can
be computed from
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Pb =
1
2

[
1− µ√

2−µ2

M−1∑
k=0

(
2k
k

) (
1−µ2

4−2µ2

)k
]

(32)

for no TPC and slow TPC, where

µ =

√
Λ/M

1 + Λ/M
. (33)

From Eqs. (32) and (33), the required SINR Λ0 can be
numerically obtained for Pb = 0.001 and 0.01. On the
other hand, when fast TPC is applied, the received
faded co-channel interference is not anymore a Gaus-
sian process since the transmit power from a co-channel
cell mobile station varies due to fast TPC. However,
here, the sum of six interferences is modeled as a com-
plex Gaussian process based on the central limit the-
orem and combined with the background noise. The
BER expression for fast TPC is the same as that with-
out fading and is given by

Pb = (1/2)erfc
√
λ/2. (34)

From Eq. (34), the required SINR λ0 can be computed
for Pb = 0.001 and 0.01. The numerical results for λ0

and Λ0 are listed in Table 2 for slow TPC and fast TPC,
respectively.

The cumulative distribution function (CDF)
curves of H were found by Monte Carlo simulations.
From the simulated CDF curves of H, the values of η
are found for computing the achievable reuse distance
D/R. The simulated values of η are listed in Tables 3
and 4 for the cases of no TPC and TPC, respectively.
Then, the values of D/R are computed and the results

Table 2 Values of Λ (dB) and λ (dB) for various values of
required BER Pb and diversity order M .

Table 3 η for no TPC.

are plotted in Figs. 2–5.
First, the impact of the selection of χ is discussed.

Increasing the transmit power makes the channel to be
interference-limited and this reduces the reuse distance

Table 4 η for TPC when ρ = 0.

(a) σ = 4

(b) σ = 6

Fig. 2 Impact of allowable interference rise factor χ. ρ = 0,
M = 2, and Pb = 0.001.
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(a) σ = 4

(b) σ = 6

(c) σ = 8

Fig. 3 D/R as a function of M for ρ = 0 and Pb = 0.001.

(a) σ = 4

(b) σ = 6

(c) σ = 8

Fig. 4 D/R as a function of M for ρ = 0 and Pb = 0.01.
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(a) Pb = 0.001

(b) Pb = 0.01

Fig. 5 D/R as a function of ρ with M as a parameter. σ = 6
and χ = 10 dB.

Table 5 η for TPC as a function of ρ when σ = 6 and χ =
10 dB.

(thus, the cluster size). Increasing the value of χ can
do this (e.g., see Eqs. (20) and (28)). Figure 2 plots the
achievable reuse distances D/R as a function of χ for
ρ = 0, M = 2, and Pb = 0.001. It is clearly seen from
Fig. 2 that when σ = 4, the joint use of fast TPC and
antenna diversity is always advantageous; however, the
use of slow TPC is advantageous only for small values
of χ. As the value of χ increases from 2 dB to 5 dB,
fast TPC can reduce the reuse distance D/R from 6.5
to 5.6 (the cluster size can be reduced from F = 16

to 12) at the cost of increasing the transmit power by
3 dB. As the value of χ increases from 5 dB to 10 dB,
D/R reduces from 5.6 to 5.2 (i.e., F = 12 to 9) with
fast TPC. However, further increase in the value of χ
can reduce the reuse distance only slightly and hence,
does not help to reduce the cluster size. Similar results
can be observed for σ = 6.

Next, impact of the diversity order M is discussed.
It is seen from Fig. 3 that when M = 2, σ = 4 and
χ = 10 dB, the reuse distance of D/R = 5.2 (i.e., clus-
ter size of F = 9) is possible with fast TPC, while
D/R = 6.6 (i.e., F = 16) with no TPC. When M in-
creases to 3, D/R = 4.5 (i.e., F = 7) with fast TPC,
while D/R = 5.1 (i.e., F = 9) for no TPC. However,
seen from Fig. 4 is that as the required BER becomes
larger, e.g., Pb = 0.01, the advantage of using fast TPC
tends to be lost. Also seen from Fig. 3 is that the advan-
tage of the use of fast TPC tends to be lost as the value
of σ increases. When σ = 8, the use of fast TPC cannot
be advantageous. However, this may not be true if the
shadowing loss correlation exists. This is because the
shadowing correlation can reduce the equivalent stan-
dard deviation σ′ as discussed in Sect. 3.3. The impact
of shadowing loss correlation ρ is discussed below.

For the given value of σ, as the value of ρ increases,
the equivalent standard deviation σ′ becomes smaller
and this leads to the reduction in the values of η. This
is shown in Table 5 for χ = 10 dB and σ = 6. The
achievable reuse distance is plotted as a function of ρ
in Fig. 5. Clearly seen from Fig. 5 is that the presence
of the shadowing loss correlation can reduce the reuse
distance. When antenna diversity is used, the value of
D/R with no TPC was found to be 15.7, 7.3, 5.7, 5.0,
and 4.6 when M = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively in the
case of Pb = 0.001. For the case of M = 2 and σ = 6,
D/R = 5.2 (i.e., F = 9) can be achieved with fast
TPC when ρ = 0.6, while D/R = 6.3 (i.e., F = 16) is
only possible when ρ = 0. Furthermore, it can be seen
from Fig. 5 that even slow TPC can be advantageous if
ρ > 0.2 when M = 2. A similar trend can be seen for
Pb = 0.01. These results suggest that the shadowing
loss correlation is a very important factor to determine
the reuse distance when TPC is used.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, simple expressions for the SINR at the
diversity combiner output using MRC were derived
to obtain the reuse distance by computer simulations.
The impact of joint use of TPC and antenna diver-
sity reception on the spectrum efficiency was discussed.
The allowable interference rise factor χ was introduced.
Larger interference rise factor means that the channel
tends to become interference-limited and the outage is
produced mostly by interference, thereby being able to
reduce the cluster size. However, the use of too large in-
terference rise factor requires too large transmit power
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for a given cell size and this may not be practical. The
results obtained in this paper can be summarized as
follows:

(a) The introduction of the allowable interference rise
factor allows the flexible design of a cellular system.
A system can be designed either with emphasis on
increasing the spectrum efficiency or emphasis on
reducing the transmit power by changing the allow-
able interference rise factor.

(b) The use of slow TPC is advantageous only for small
values of χ (e.g., χ = 5 dB) and small values of σ
(e.g., σ = 6) when the shadowing correlation ρ is
close to zero, but the improvement is quite small.

(c) The joint use of fast TPC and antenna diversity
(i.e., M > 1) is advantageous for small values of σ
(e.g., σ = 6) if the shadowing correlation is close to
zero.

(d) Advantage of the joint use of fast TPC and antenna
diversity tends to be lost for large required BER
(i.e., Pb = 0.01) if the shadowing correlation is close
to zero.

(e) Presence of shadowing correlation helps to reduce
the reuse distance when TPC is used. Therefore,
the measurement of shadowing correlation in vari-
ous propagation environments is very important for
system design.

The results obtained in this paper encourage the use of
fast TPC and antenna diversity reception in a TDMA
or an FDMA cellular system when the shadowing cor-
relation is present and may provide theoretical founda-
tions for the system design. In practical systems, fast
TPC requires the transmission of power control com-
mand to raise or lower the mobile transmit power at a
much higher rate than the multipath fading rate. In a
TDMA system, however, the power control command
can be transmitted only once in each TDMA frame;
e.g., the transmission rate of power control command
may be in the order of 50–100 per sec. This suggests
that the variations in the received signal power due to
fading cannot be completely regulated in a fast fad-
ing environment resulting in degraded spectrum effi-
ciency. The effect of channel coding on the spectrum
efficiency with TPC is not discussed in this paper. It is
well known [9] that fast TPC and channel coding work
complementarily against fading; the former works sat-
isfactorily in slow fading while the latter does in fast
fading. The joint effect of fast TPC and channel cod-
ing on the spectrum efficiency is left for an interesting
future study. As discussed in Sect. 3.4, the impact of
shadowing correlation on the forward link and reverse
link outage probabilities is different. Detailed analysis
of the impact of shadowing correlation is also left for
an interesting future work.
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